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Figure 1. Overview of the Colorado River Basin, drawn by Brook Thompson 
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Author Brook Thompson’s Background 
Brook Thompson is a Ph.D. student at UC Santa Cruz studying how to better integrate Indigenous knowledge 
into California water policy. She works part-time as a Restoration Engineer for the Yurok Tribe, helping design 
rivers more suitable for fish and wildlife populations and improving water quality.  
In 2022 Brook received her M.S. in Environmental Engineering with a focus on water resources and hydrology 
at Stanford University under advisor David Freyberg, Ph.D. with help from personal mentor Felicia Marcus. 
In 2020 Brook received her B.S. in Civil Engineering with a minor in political science from Portland State 
University's Honors College. Brook had the opportunity to learn about water policy and the challenges 
around it when she was the intern for the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs under Tom Udall in 
Washington, D.C. 
Brook is an enrolled member of the Yurok Tribe from Northern California, who has played a large part in the 
soon-to-be-removed Klamath River Dams. She saw the 2002 salmon kill firsthand and, since then, devoted 
her life to being a water advocate to protect rivers and waterways internationally. If she wins, she will use 
part of the earnings to pay for classes ($2,095) and the testing fee ($350) for the civil engineering 
professional engineer licensure. Only 0.3% of professional engineers are native American, and 12.5% are 
women, making Thompson representative of only 0.04% of future professional engineers.  
Find out more at: www.brookmthompson.com 
 
 

 
Figure 2. Brook Thompson and friends in a traditional Yurok canoe on the Klamath River 
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1.0 Background/ Introduction  

The purpose of this paper is “A Contest to Re-Engineer Glen Canyon Dam to Reconnect the Colorado River 
through Glen and Grand Canyons.” Re-engineering Glen Canyon Dam to reconnect the Colorado River 
benefits the ecosystem through a “run of river” regime. This paper will go over the negative impacts of dams, 
energy solutions to replace hydropower, restoration work, recreation, potential costs, and safety. “The 
Colorado River Basin encompasses seven U.S. states and supplies water to 40 million people.”1 

1.1 Glen Canyon Dam2,3 

The 710 ft tall Glen Canyon hydropower dam was built in 1956 – 1964 (58 years old as of 2022) (See Figure 
3). Owned by the United States Bureau of Reclamation (BOR). The dam forms Leake Mead, the second-
largest reservoir in the United States. Lake Mead was filled in 1980 and has a maximum capacity of 26 million 
acre-feet. The dam has a total volume of 4,110,000 cubic meters of concrete. The height above the original 
river canal is 583 feet. Approximately 4.5 billion kilowatt-hours are produced by the power plant annually. 
The lake will be filled with silt in 700 to 1,000 years, which the BOR considers its effective design life. 
Currently, there are no plans to de-commission Glen Canyon Dam and drain Lake Powell. To have the dam 
removed, an act of congress is required. The United States Society on Dams (USSD) suggests that the dam 
may stop operations as early as 2036 (in 14 years).4 As of 2021, Lake Powell is 68.6% empty.5 In 2023, the 
chance of a power shutdown is  34%.6 The reservoir levels must stay at least 3,490 feet (See Figure 4). 7 To 
keep the hydropower operational would require diversions from agriculture.8 Power sources can be 
replaced, but farmers cannot. Because of Glen Canyon’s characteristics and current issues that will increase 
with climate change and drought, it is the best candidate to be removed and will be the focus of this report. 

 
Figure 3. Glen Canyon Dam being built. Photo credit: Bureau of Reclamation  

 
1 Armao, M. (2021, December 21). The Colorado River is drying up. here's how that affects indigenous water rights. Grist. 
Retrieved November 28, 2022, from https://grist.org/equity/colorado-river-drought-indigenous-water-rights/ 
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Figure 4. Operation Plan for Colorado River Reservoirs from BOR November 2022 24-Month Study 
Projections Lake Powell and Lake Mead: End of Month Elevation Charts 

 

 

 
2 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Upper Colorado Region. Glen Canyon Dam | Water Operations | UC Region | Bureau of 
Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/uc/water/crsp/cs/gcd.html 
3 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Interior region 7 upper Colorado basin. Glen Canyon Dam | Upper Colorado Region | Bureau of 
Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/uc/rm/crsp/gc/#last 
4 Group, T. D. (n.d.). Lots to unwind if Glen Canyon Dam shuttered too soon: USSD: United States society on dams. USSD. 
Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.ussdams.org/our-news/lots-to-unwind-if-glen-canyon-dam-shuttered-
too-soon/ 
5 Wockner, G. (n.d.). The time has come to demolish Glen Canyon Dam. In These Times. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from 
https://inthesetimes.com/article/lake-powell-drought-glen-canyon-dam-removal 
6 Newburger, E. (2021, September 23). Lake Powell could stop producing energy in 2023 as water levels plunge. CNBC. 
Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.cnbc.com/2021/09/23/lake-powell-hydropower-at-risk-as-water-levels-
plunge-says-blm.html 
7 Interior Department announces actions to protect Colorado River system, sets 2023 operating conditions for Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead. U.S. Department of the Interior. (2022, August 16). Retrieved November 27, 2022, from 
https://www.doi.gov/pressreleases/interior-department-announces-actions-protect-colorado-river-system-sets-2023 
8 James, I. (2022, June 20). As water crisis worsens on Colorado River, an urgent call for western states to 'Act now'. Los 
Angeles Times. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2022-06-20/as-colorado-
river-reservoirs-drop-states-urged-to-act-now 
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1.2 Hoover Dam 9 

The Hoover dam is a 726 ft tall hydropower dam built in 1936 (86 years old as of 2022). Owned by the United 
States Bureau of Reclamation. The Hoover dam has the largest reservoir in the US, lake Mead, with a 
maximum capacity of 28,945,000 acre ft. The dam is utilized for flood control, hydropower, irrigation, and 
municipal water distribution. Hoover Dam can generate 3,806,935 Megawatt hours annually.  The water in 
the reservoir weighed so much that it deformed the earth’s crust and caused over 600 small earthquakes in 
the 1930s.10 The Hoover Dam is larger than the Glen Canyon Dam, has more essiential functions than the 
Glen Canyon (irrigation, municipal, and flood control), and is considered a national land mark for its 
significance in history. Through increased flows, the Hoover Dam’s hydropower will be improved by 
removing the Glen Canyon Dam. The Hoover Dam would also be necessary for safety in restricting flows and 
debris if a miscalculation is made during the Glen Canyon removal, which is why the Iron Gate, the lowermost 
dam on the Klamath River, will be removed last. 11 When researching the current federal politician's push to 
remove the Hoover Dam, it was minimal. Based on these facts and the general lack of political discourse 
around removing the Hoover Dam, to have any hope of it being removed, the Glen canyon dam would need 
to be successfully removed first. 

1.3 Other Mainstem Dams 12 

The following are the other dams on the main stem of the river. The Colorado River Basin has 31 other dams 
on its tributaries. Their basic information is given in the following format: Dam Name – Year of Completion, 
Lake Name (if any), Power Plant Capacity (if any), and uses for the dam. Dams are listed from the 
northernmost going south.  

1. Shadow Mountain – 1946, irrigation & municipal 
2. Granby Dam – 1950, Lake Granby, Irrigation & Municipal 
3. Windy Gap Dam – 1970, Windy Gap Reservoir, Irrigation & Municipal  
4. Grand Valley Diversion Dam – 1916, Irrigation  
5. Price-Stubb Dam - 1911, Irrigation 
6. Glen Canyon 
7. Hoover 
8. Davis – 1951, Lake Mohave, 255,000 kW, hydropower  
9. Parker – 1938, Lake Havasu, 120,000 kW, hydropower 
10. Headgate Rock Dam - 1941, Irrigation 
11. Palo Verde – 1958, Diversion 
12. Imperial – 1938, Imperial Reservoir & Irrigation 
13. Laguna – 1905, Diversion 
14. Morelos – 1950, Irrigation 

 
9 Bureau of Reclamation, L. C. R. W. T. (n.d.). Hoover dam. Hoover Dam | Bureau of Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 
2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/lc/hooverdam/ 
10 U.S. Department of the Interior. (n.d.). "The greatest dam in the world": Building Hoover Dam (teaching with historic 
places) (U.S. National Park Service). National Parks Service. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from 
https://www.nps.gov/articles/-the-greatest-dam-in-the-world-building-hoover-dam-teaching-with-historic-places.htm 
11 Smith, H. (2022, November 17). In 'momentous' act, regulators approve demolition of four Klamath River Dams. Los 
Angeles Times. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.latimes.com/environment/story/2022-11-17/regulators-
approve-demolition-of-four-klamath-river-dams 
12 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Projects &amp; Facilities. Bureau of Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from 
https://www.usbr.gov/projects/facilities.php?type=Dam 
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2.0 Negative Impacts of Dams 

The public and governments generally accept hydropower as green energy. They are categorized in the 
renewable energy category with wind, solar, and geothermal. In fact, out of the 12% of renewables the US 
currently uses in 2021, hydroelectric made up 2.29% of that 12%.13 Since the big dam era (the 1930s through 
1960s), much has been learned about the long-term impacts of dams. 14 With the need for more renewable 
energy, many adverse effects have been mitigated, but it is vital to understand the entire picture to make 
the best choice. The following will be about the Glen Canyon Dam specifically.  

 

2.1 Sediment Transport Restriction 
Sediment gets trapped behind the dam that would naturally flow through the river system. 125 to 150 million 
tonnes 15 of suspended sediment was transported along the Colorado River before 1930, but since the Glen 
Canyon Dam’s completion, it has been reduced to 100,000 tonnes a year on average.16 The amount of 
sediment transported matters because it provides key nutrients to plants essential for a healthy ecosystem.17 
An average of 45 million tons of sediment is trapped behind the Glen Canyon Dam annually. 18 Approximately 
23% of Lake Powell’s capacity has been reached as of a 2018 USGS study. 19  Despite it taking an estimated 
700 years for the reservoir to fill, it is losing power and thus the ability for the hydropower to operate, as 
seen in Figure 4. Sediment can also decrease the lifespan of hydropower by clogging hydroelectric turbines, 
making them unusable.20 Sediment building up behind the dam becomes increasingly problematic over time 
and negatively impacts downstream ecosystems that rely on nutrients trapped in the sediments.  
 

2.2 Methane Emission 

Dams stop the sediment movement behind the structure that would naturally flow, as described in 2.1. The 
sediment, which includes nutrients from the tributaries that drain into the mainstem river, contains organic 
matter from decaying plants. 21 During low water levels, Lake Powell releases methane through mud 
volcanoes, which varies throughout the year and increases over time.22 40 to 60 million tons of methane can 
be released annually from geological sources such as mud volcanos.23 Methane releases are particularly 
concerning because they have 25 times the global warming impact of carbon dioxide. 24 Methane releases 
are a serious consideration when considering dam contributions to climate change (See Figure 5 below for 
carbon footprint equivalents from emissions).  

 

 
13 U.S. Energy Information Administration - EIA - independent statistics and analysis. Renewable energy explained - U.S. 
Energy Information Administration (EIA). (n.d.). Retrieved November 28, 2022, from 
https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/renewable-sources/ 
14 The Big Dam Era. The Big Dam Era | Energy History. (1970, January 1). Retrieved November 28, 2022, from 
https://energyhistory.yale.edu/units/big-dam-
era#:~:text=The%20era%20of%20large%2Dscale,larger%20technological%20and%20political%20changes. 
15 A tonne is a unit of mass equal to 1000 kilograms. 
16 Middleton, N. (2019). Chapter 9: Big Dams. In The Global Casino: An Introduction to Environmental Issues. 
17 Olive-Larson, Q. (2021). Impacts of Major Storage Dams on the Sediment Transport in the Colorado River (thesis). 
18 Institute, G. C. (2018, October 19). The story of sediment in Lake Powell. Medium. Retrieved November 28, 2022, from 
https://medium.com/river-talk/the-story-of-sediment-in-lake-powell-
bf1b3b3fe6ef#:~:text=As%20the%20dam%20slowed%20the,lower%20Glen%20and%20Grand%20canyons. 
19 Root, J., &amp; Jones, D. (n.d.). (rep.). Elevation-Area-Capacity Relationships of Lake Powell in 2018 and Estimated Loss of 
Storage Capacity Since 1963 (2022–5017, Ser. Scientific Investigations Report , pp. 1–34). U.S. Department of the Interior. 
20  Middleton et. al. 
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Figure 5. “Adaptation from Fig. 2 of Scherer and Pfister (2016): Carbon footprints of various energy 
sources. The dots show all values included for each source (although only the 10th and 90th percentile of 
systems are shown for GLM hydropower to improve visualization). The boxes show upper and lower 
quartiles (25% and 75%), and the horizontal line indicates the median. The whiskers extend to the largest 
values no more than 1.5 * the IQR. Panel b: the renewable energy subset of panel a, plotted on a log scale 
and including the multiple carbon footprint estimates for Lake Powell and Lake Mead discussed in this 
study. Color and shape of the marker indicates the source of the carbon footprint estimate for Lake Powell 
and Lake Mead. Whiskers indicate model or measurement uncertainty; measurement 95% CI range ("This 
Study") is on the same order as upper and lower emission estimates in high and low reservoir water level 

scenarios pictured in Fig. 2.”25 

 

 

 

 

 

 
21 Lieberman, D. M., &amp; Burke, T. A. (1993). Particulate organic matter transport in the lower colorado river, south-
Western USA. Regulated Rivers: Research &amp; Management, 8(4), 323–334. https://doi.org/10.1002/rrr.3450080403 
22 Malenda, M., Betts, T., Simpson, W., Wizevich, M., Simpson, E., &amp; Sherrod, L. (2020). Methane emissions from muds 
during low water-level stages of Lake Powell, Southern Utah, USA. Geology of the Intermountain West, 7, 121–136. 
https://doi.org/10.31711/giw.v7.pp121-136 
23 Malenda et. al. 
24 Maeck, A., DelSontro, T., McGinnis, D. F., Fischer, H., Flury, S., Schmidt, M., Fietzek, P., &amp; Lorke, A. (2013). Sediment 
trapping by dams creates methane emission hot spots. Environmental Science &amp; Technology, 47(15), 8130–8137. 
https://doi.org/10.1021/es4003907 
25 Waldo, S., Deemer, B. R., Bair, L. S., &amp; Beaulieu, J. J. (2021). Greenhouse gas emissions from an arid-zone reservoir 
and their environmental policy significance: Results from existing Global Models and an exploratory dataset. Environmental 
Science &amp; Policy, 120, 53–62. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.envsci.2021.02.006 
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2.3 Fish Impacts 
There are approximately fifty-five native fish species in the Colorado River Basin.26 Species of concern include 
the humpback chub (threatened), Colorado pikeminnow (endangered), razorback sucker (endangered), and 
ponytail (endangered).27 Declining water levels interacting with the Glen Canyon Dam have created an 
unintended waterfall between Lake Powell and the San Juan River, which has been shown to negatively 
impact the razorback sucker and Colorado Pikeminnow by creating a barrier for them. 28 Temperature 
differences caused by dams on the river have also been seen to increase larvae mortality in endangered fish 
species on the Colorado River.29 Generally, native fish species are harmed by the dams in Colorado.  

2.4 Water Loss  
About three percent of the water from Lake Powell evaporates each year. 30  Assuming the 5.83 million acre-
feet of storage from the USBR website updated November 15, 2022, equals about 57 billion gallons per year 
lost. That is about 85% of the domestic water consumption for the state of Nevada each year. 31 The 
surrounding rock around the Glen Canyon Dam is sandstone. Because of naturally occurring fractures in the 
stone, 2,600 gallons per minute seep into the dam.32 That is approximately 5.2 million gallons a year.  

 

“Our collective goal is to be able to very quickly 
identify and implement strategies that will 
stabilize and rebuild the system, so that we 

don’t find ourselves constantly on the brink of a 
crisis.” 

 

- Tanya Trujillo, the Interior Department’s assistant secretary 
for water and science, commenting on the Colorado River, 

2022 
 

 
Figure 6. Brook Thompson with Tanya Trujillo at COP27 in Egypt, 2021  

 
26 Sadler (2022, May 4). Native Fish of Colorado. Free Colorado Travel Guide Vacations Travel and Tourism. Retrieved 
November 28, 2022, from https://www.uncovercolorado.com/colorado-native-fish-species/ 
27 U.S. Department of the Interior. (n.d.). Grand Canyon's native fish. National Parks Service. Retrieved November 28, 2022, 
from https://www.nps.gov/grca/learn/nature/fish-native.htm 
28 Cathcart, C. N., Pennock, C. A., Cheek, C. A., McKinstry, M. C., MacKinnon, P. D., Conner, M. M., &amp; Gido, K. B. (2018). 
Waterfall formation at a Desert River-reservoir delta isolates endangered fishes. River Research and Applications, 34(8), 
948–956. https://doi.org/10.1002/rra.3341 
29 Clarkson, R. W., &amp; Childs, M. R. (2000). Temperature effects of hypolimnial-release dams on early life stages of 
Colorado River basin big-river fishes. Copeia, 2000(2), 402–412. https://doi.org/10.1643/0045-
8511(2000)000[0402:teohrd]2.0.co;2 
30 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Interior region 7  upper colorado basin. Glen Canyon Dam | Upper Colorado Region | Bureau of 
Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/uc/rm/crsp/gc/#last 
31 USGS water use data for Nevada. (2018, June). Retrieved November 28, 2022, from 
https://waterdata.usgs.gov/nv/nwis/water_use?format=html_table&amp;rdb_compression=file&amp;wu_area=State%2BT
otal&amp;wu_year=2015&amp;wu_category=DO&amp;wu_category_nms=Domestic 
32 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Interior region 7  upper colorado basin. Glen Canyon Dam | Upper Colorado Region | Bureau of 
Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/uc/rm/crsp/gc/#last 
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3.0 Energy Solutions 

The Glen Canyon Dam has a total capacity of 1,320 megawatts, with the power plant producing 5 billion kWh 

annually.33 To justify the removal of Glen Canyon Dam, alternatives will need to be specified to compensate for 

the regional power loss. In 1957 Merritt-Chapman and Scott Corp were awarded the contract to build the dam for 

$107,955,122 and $ 6,392,000 for the hydropower turbines. 34 Using the CPI Inflation Calculator from 1957 to 

2022 is a total of nearly 1.2 billion in today’s (2022) money.35  

3.1 Floating Solar on Hoover Dam 
Floating solar is a relatively new technology that, at its most basic, are solar systems that float on top of artificial 

water bodies. Since 2011, the price of solar has decreased by over 50 percent, making solar increasingly affordable 

over time. 36 Floating hydro has been used in over 20 countries, and most recently, Sonoma County’s sewage 

treatment ponds have a project to have them installed. 37 In dry regions, such as Nevada, where the Hoover Dam 

is located, floating solar can reduce evaporation by as much as 90%.38  About 6% of the Colorado Rivers' annual 

flow (800,000 acre-feet) is lost from Lake Mead’s evaporation and bank seepage.39 If only 6% of Lake Mead’s 

surface was covered by solar, it could produce 3,400 megawatts of electricity.*40 However it should be noted that 

currently, the world’s most extensive floating solar system comes in at 320 megawatts (550 million kWh of 

electricity per year) in Dezhou, China. 41 The general cost for the fixed-tilt FPV systems is $0.26/megawatt direct 

current, with the cost coming down with larger projects (See Figure 9). 42 

 

Figure 7 (Left). Schematic of a hybrid floating PV-hydropower system. Credit to Singh et. al. 43 

Figure 8 (Right). Workers on floating solar system on the Sirindhorn dam in Thailand, 2021. Credit to 

REUTERS/Prapan Chankaew.44 

 

 
33 Reclamation, B. of. (n.d.). Interior region 7 upper Colorado basin. Glen Canyon Dam | Upper Colorado Region | Bureau of 
Reclamation. Retrieved November 27, 2022, from https://www.usbr.gov/uc/rm/crsp/gc/#last 
34 Glen Canyon Dam - US Department of Interior. (1960).  Npshistory.com. Retrieved November 28, 2022, from 
http://npshistory.com/ 
35 Webster, I. (n.d.). Inflation rate between 1957-2022: Inflation calculator. $114,347,122 in 1957 → 2022 | Inflation 
Calculator. Retrieved November 28, 2022, from https://www.in2013dollars.com/us/inflation/1957?amount=114347122 
36 Ramasamy, V., &amp; Margolis, R. (2021). (rep.). Floating Photovoltaic System Cost Benchmark: Q1 2021 Installations on 
Artificial Water Bodies (pp. 1–23). National Renewable Energy Laboratory. 
37 International Finance Corporation World Bank Group. (2020). (rep.). Floating Solar Photovoltaic on the Rise (pp. 1–3). 
38 Doran, M. (2014, June 9). Floating solar power plant aims to cut evaporation. ABC News. Retrieved November 29, 2022, 
from https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-12/floating-solar-power-plant-would-reduce-evaporation/5445912 
39 Doran, M. (2014, June 9). Floating solar power plant aims to cut evaporation. ABC News. Retrieved November 29, 2022, 
from https://www.abc.net.au/news/2014-05-12/floating-solar-power-plant-would-reduce-evaporation/5445912 
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Figure 9. Benchmark cost of base-scenario FPV system with varying system sizes from the National Renewable 

Energy Laboratory at www.nrel.gov/publications 

3.2 Other Energy Sources 
Other low-polluting, safe sources of energy are coming on the market. Another example is “Eel Energy,” which is 

a company that produces a product that uses underwater movement to move a turbine with the potential to have 

10 megawatts per apparatus and only requires water speeds at 0.7m/s to work.45 In addition to the Ocean 

Renewable Power Company, which also uses river currents to generate energy, each generating 80 kilowatts at 

3.5 m/s flow with no observed adverse environmental effects.46 These examples illustrate that since the 

installation of Glen Canyon Dam, there have been innovations in less harmful technologies that utilize rivers and 

lakes, especially in light of the high possibility of the hydropower of Glen Canyon shutting down shortly (see 

section 1.1).  

 

 
40 Warburg, P. (2016, June 29). Floating solar: A win-win for drought-stricken lakes in U.S. Yale E360. Retrieved November 
29, 2022, from https://e360.yale.edu/features/floating_solar_a_win-win_for_drought-stricken_lakes_in_us 
*Note that this article is from 2016, and I attempted to fact check the reference, but it was behind a pay wall. I think this 
claim should be further investigated with more current data. 
41 5 largest floating solar farms in the world in 2022. YSG Solar. (2022, January 20). Retrieved November 29, 2022, from 
https://www.ysgsolar.com/blog/5-largest-floating-solar-farms-world-2022-ysg-
solar#:~:text=%231.&amp;text=The%20largest%20solar%20farm%20in,project%20brought%20online%20to%20date. 
42 International Finance Corporation World Bank Group. (2020). (rep.). Floating Solar Photovoltaic on the Rise (pp. 1–3). 
43 Singh, A.K.; Boruah, D.; Sehgal, L.; Ramaswamy, A.P. Feasibility study of a grid-tied 2MW floating solar PV power station 
and e-transportation facility using ‘SketchUp Pro’ for the proposed smart city of Pondicherry in India. J. Smart Cities 2017, 2, 
49–59. 
44 Thailand's Hybrid Hydro Solar Power Venture is world's largest. World Economic Forum. (2021, May 18). Retrieved 
November 29, 2022, from https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/05/hybrid-hydro-solar-power-venture-could-shape-the-
future-of-thailand/ 
45 Presentation - the eel energy tidal turbine, an innovative and sustainable solution. EEL Energy, l'hydrolienne 
biomimétique unique au monde. (n.d.). Retrieved November 29, 2022, from https://www.eel-energy.fr/en/presentation/ 
46 Rivgen Power System &amp; Integrated Microgrid Solutions. ORPC. (2022, September 16). Retrieved November 29, 2022, 
from https://orpc.co/rivgen-power-system-integrated-microgrid-solutions/ 
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4.0 Removal 

4.1 Rough Cost 
My research did not bring up estimates for how much dam removal would cost, but the 

estimated cost of removing the current largest dam removal in the U.S. is 450 million USD for 

the four dams on the Klamath River. 47 Iron Gate dam is 189 feet high and 740 feet-long 

earthen dam, JC Boyle is 60 ft high and 714 feet in length concrete dam, Copco 1 is 126 feet 

tall and 415 ft wide, and Copco is 25 feet tall. Summing those together into one big 

hypothetical dam, it would be 400 feet high and 1,870 feet wide. The Glen Canyon Dam is 710 

feet tall and 1,560 feet wide48. The surface area of Copco is roughly 1.50 that of the Klamath 

dams combined. Applying that to the current Klamath estimate, Glen Canyon would be 

around 675 million to remove. This is very rough, and years of intensive engineering planning 

and contract bids would be needed because the removal type and material will vary 

significantly from the Klamath. The Klamath removal created an agreement between taxes in 

Oregon and California to pay for removal. It is possible that Glen Canyon, with the Colorado 

River spanning five states, could come up with a similar agreement to make the costs less 

burdensome. The annual $ 11-29 million spent on maintenance will also be a benefit and cost 

reduction.49 Section 7.0 talks about recreation income, but in 2021 the National Recreation 

Area created $410 million in economic benefits 2021 to put the cost in perspective.50 

 
Figure 10. Summary of Costs for Full Removal of all Four Klamath Dam Facilities.51 

 

 

 

“Climate 

change is 

water 

change.” 

- David Owen from 

Where the Water 

Goes 

 

 
47 Walters, D. (2020, November 23). Why are taxpayers footing Klamath River dam removal cost? CalMatters. Retrieved 
November 30, 2022, from https://calmatters.org/commentary/2020/11/california-remove-klamath-dams-salmon-
taxpayers/ 
48 John C Boyle P-2082. Hydropower Reform Coalition. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://hydroreform.org/hydro-project/john-c-boyle-p-
2082/#:~:text=JC%20Boyle%20Dam%2C%20a%2060,dam%20and%2018%20MW%20powerhouse. 
49 Cohn, C. (2011). (rep.). Should Glen Canyon Dam be Removed? (pp. 1–79). 
50 Tourism in&nbsp;glen canyon national recreation area created&nbsp;$410 million in economic benefit in 2021&nbsp;. 
Cedar City News. (2022, August 8). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://www.cedarcityutah.com/news/archie/2022/08/08/tourism-in-glen-canyon-national-recreation-area-created-410-
million-in-economic-benefit-in-2021/#.Y4gHD3bMKiM 
51 U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. (2013). (rep.). Klamath 
Dam Removal Overview: Report for the Secretary of the Interior (pp. 1–420). 
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4.2 Removal Method 
A major consideration in the removal of the Glen Canyon Dam would need to be 

sedimentation. With dam removals such as the Klamath and Elwah the river was being freed 

until the mouth allowing for sedimentation to run out the mouth.52 However in the case of 

Glen Canyon the sediment would become trpped behind the Hoover Dam potentially 

shortening it’s lifespan. Special consideration would need to made in the method the dam is 

removed to remove as much sediment as possible while also protecting surrounding 

wildlife.53 Not only sediment extraction but the concrete in the dam itself and disposal will 

need to be a consideration. One solution by The Glen Canyon Institute involves slowly draining 

the resivior over tne to fifteen years to have minmal impact of aquatic species.54 

 

4.3 Politics of Removal 
It is impossible to talk about dam removal without dam removal politics. There are ranges of 

stakeholders, all with different desirees and needs that need to be taken into consideration 

which could be an entire paper within itself. For many Lake Powell is an icon landsacpe many 

locals have known their entire lives.55 Some of the stake holders include, Federal Agencies, 

Native American tribes, environmental groups, recration groups, locals in the immidate 

surrounding areas, federal power contractors, and Adaptive Management Work Groups. 
56Peter Brewitt who wrote a dissertation on the analysis of political frameworks of dam 

removal said, “Future work on dam removal should focus specifically on dams’ ancillary 

effects and ways in which local communities’ relationship to the watershed has evolved with 

the dam. Dam removal conflicts end when they reach a venue that can provide satisfaction 

for all stakeholders.”57 I agree with this statement, and included in the costs of removal should 

be educating and informing local communities of what is happening, when, and realistic pros 

and cons of removal.  

 
52 U.S. Department of the Interior, U.S. Department of Commerce, National Marine Fisheries Service. (2013). (rep.). Klamath 
Dam Removal Overview: Report for the Secretary of the Interior (pp. 1–420). 
53 Grant, G. E., &amp; Lewis, S. L. (2014). The remains of the dam: What have we learned from 15 years of us dam 
removals? Engineering Geology for Society and Territory - Volume 3, 31–35. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-09054-2_7 
54 Glen Canyon institutededicated to the restoration of Glen Canyon and a free flowing Colorado River. FAQ – Glen Canyon 
Institute. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from https://www.glencanyon.org/faq/ 
55 Loomis, B. (2013, October 14). 50 years later, Glen Canyon Dam still controversial. USA Today. Retrieved November 30, 
2022, from https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/nation/2013/10/14/glen-canyon-dam-50-years/2981273/ 
56 GCDAMP stakeholders list. GCDAMP Stakeholders List - Glen Canyon Dam AMP. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, 
from http://gcdamp.com/index.php/GCDAMP_Stakeholders_List 
57 Brewitt, P. K. (2014). Same river twice: The politics of dam removal and River Restoration. Fisheries, 45(1), 50–50. 
https://doi.org/10.1002/fsh.10343 
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 5.0 Public Saftey 

The Glen Canyon Dam has safety risks. One is possible cavitation, seen on June 

2nd, 1983, on the elbow of the spillway. 58 The damage, mixed with continued 

rising water levels, required emergency plywood flashboards to be installed, 

leading to the concern of the possibility of another Orville incident.59 Which 

asks, what would happen if the dam were to fail? In 1998 the Bureau of 

Reclamation commissioned a dam failure study where failure caused by 

foundation failure or overtopping was analyzed.60 Either type of failure would 

possibly cause the failure of Hoover dam, even if it withstood the flooding, the 

flood wave would be 50 to 100 feet in depth and move over 300,000 cubic 

feet per second, causing any structure less than 500 feet above the river 

between the Glen Canyon Dam and Lake Mead to be destroyed, and lives lost 

of anyone unable to climb an equivalent of a 40-story building at minimum.61 

This would be a worst-case scenario and is not likely to occur, but the spillway 

cavitation gives way to concern. A free-flowing river above the Hoover Dam 

would not have the same failure implications of the loss of life, even if unlikely 

to occur with proper maintenance.  

 
Figure 12. Old schematic of Glen Canyon Dam from 

https://damfailures.org/case-study/glen-canyon-dam-arizona-1983/ 

Since major dam removal is fairly new and each unique, there are risks 

associate with uncertainty in the removal, but these will be mitigated with 

proper engineering work and good contractors.  

 

 

 
58 Lynch, A. (n.d.). Description &amp; Background. ASDSO Lessons Learned. Retrieved November 29, 2022, from 
https://damfailures.org/case-study/glen-canyon-dam-arizona-1983/ 
59 Lynch 
60 Letham, S. (1998). (rep.). Glen canyon Dam Dam Failure Inundation Study (pp. 1–18). U.S. Department of Interior. 
61Letham, S. (1998). (rep.). Glen canyon Dam Dam Failure Inundation Study (pp. 1–18). U.S. Department of Interior.  

Figure 11. Crews inspecting and preparing 

to repair one of the damaged spillway 

tunnels. Photo Credit: Colorado River Water 

Users Association 

https://damfailures.org/case-study/glen-canyon-dam-arizona-1983/
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6.0 Restoration 

6.1 Habitat Restoration  
The National Research Council defines restoration as the "return of an ecosystem to a close approximation of its 

condition before disturbance."62  Protecting the six endemic species should be a priority. And encouraging native 

plant growth of sandbar willow, baccharis, and arrowweed thrived alongside larger hackberrys, Gambel oaks, and 

Fremont cottonwoods. The Endangered Species Act (ESA), the Grand Canyon Protection Act of 1992, the Clean 

Water Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the Law of the River will need to be followed closely to 

ensure proper care for the habitat. A controversy around dam removal is the endangered humpback chub. A free-

flowing river would mean cooler waters, which although good for some species, can kill newly hatched humpback 

chub.63 A majority of the biomass in Lake Powell comes from over a dozen nonnative species. 64 These fish may 

potentially flow into Lake Mead and compete with native species. Understanding how to mitigate native and 

endangered fish loss during and after the removal process will be a key concern in the removal process and will 

require creative engineering solutions. 

 

6.2 Native Tribes 
Traditionally many tribes relied on the Colorado River (See Figure 13). Native American Tribes have rights to over 

1/5th of the Colorado River’s basin annual supply, even if not all of that allocation is actively utilized. 65 Twelve 

tribes along the basin are still in water rights claims battles.66 The Mohave, Chemehuevi, Hopi, and Navajo are 

some current federally recognized tribes along the Colorado River region.67 Tribal recognition as essential 

stakeholders should be recognized in addition to being a part of restoration efforts. Over 2000 important 

indigenous sites in Lake Powell include areas for ceremonies and prayer submerged.68  

The Yurok Tribe is currently hired by RES, an ecological restoration company who is hired by the Klamath River 

Renewal Corporation (KRRC) has tribal members of the Yurok, Hupa, and Karuk tribes working on taking out 

harmful invasive species and collecting seeds for Native plants to revegetate the newly exposed landscape.69 From 

my perspective, as someone who has helped work on the revegetation team, there is a level of quality in the work 

and pride that would not come from hiring non-tribal members. I saw firsthand Natives people from the Klamath 

re-establish connections with plants that were previously lost or not available at other jobs. Workers spent careful 

 

 
62 Environmental Protection Agency. (n.d.). Wetlands Restoration Definitions and Distinctions. EPA. Retrieved November 30, 
2022, from https://www.epa.gov/wetlands/wetlands-restoration-definitions-and-distinctions 
63 Carothers, & House, D. A. (2000). Decommissioning Glen Canyon Dam: the key to Colorado River ecosystem restoration 
and recovery of endangered species? Arizona Law Review, 42(2), 215–. 
64 Carothers, & House. 
65 Armao, M. (2021, December 21). The Colorado River is drying up. here's how that affects indigenous water rights. Grist. 
Retrieved November 28, 2022, from https://grist.org/equity/colorado-river-drought-indigenous-water-rights/ 
66 Center for Natural Resources &amp; Environmental policy. Center for Natural Resources &amp; Environmental Policy - 
University Of Montana. (n.d.). Retrieved November 28, 2022, from http://www.naturalresourcespolicy.org/projects/water-
tribes-colorado-river-basin/ 
67 About the Mohave, Chemehuevi, Hopi and Navajo Tribes. Colorado River Indian tribes. (n.d.). Retrieved November 27, 
2022, from https://www.crit-
nsn.gov/crit_contents/about/#:~:text=The%20Colorado%20River%20Indian%20Tribes,about%204%2C277%20active%20Tri
bal%20members. 
68 Colorado Riverkeepers. (2005). (rep.). The One-Dam Solution: Preliminary report to the Bureau of Reclamation on 
proposed reoperation strategies for Glen Canyon and Hoover Dam under low water conditions. (pp. 1–24). 
69 Klamath River Restoration. Resource Environmental Solutions, LLC. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://res.us/home/restoring-at-scale/klamath-river-restoration/ 
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time observing the plants and even talking to them because, to them, it was more than just a job, but rather a 

privilege they are awarded to improve the lives of future generations of people, wildlife, and plants. When 

possible, tribes should be consulted about traditional knowledge around restoration work, including what types 

of native plants or features would be helpful in re-establishing traditional ways of life and how their knowledge 

could aid in more beneficial results. In restoration work, it is essential to recognize that nature/ wilderness was 

not untouched by humans but evolved with help from Indigenous management. 70 Therefore Indigenous 

representation and management must be a part of the restoration process.  

 

Figure 13. Traditional Native American territories around the Colorado River with a rough outline of the River 

from Native-land.ca 

 
70 Wyatt, S. (2008). First Nations, forest lands, and “Aboriginal forestry” in Canada: From exclusion to Comanagement and 
beyond. Canadian Journal of Forest Research, 38(2), 171–180. https://doi.org/10.1139/x07-214 
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7.0 Recreation  

A national report by the Outdoor Industry Association found that outdoor participation has continued to grow 

since 2006, not just overall but also by age and ethnicity. 71 The economic contribution of outdoor recreation was 

worth $689 billion in 2021 (1.8% of the U.S. GDP). 72 Some free-flowing river activities that people enjoy include 

watersports, kayaking, stand-up paddling, rafting, canoeing, boating, fishing, and innertube floating.73 Opening up 

lake Powell would expose breathtaking arches and landscapes since submerged, such as the Cathedral in the 

Desert.74 Currently, horseback riding, hikes, and camping take place along the canyon and could be expanded with 

the newly exposed areas. 75 Some of the current lake activities, such as jet skiing, power boars, and wakeboarding 

industries, would suffer from no longer having a lake. However, those activities would still be available on Lake 

Mead. Tourism does not necessarily depend on the lake, many of the activities currently available are experiences 

one can try in many areas around the U.S., but the beautiful landscape flooded by the dam is only available under 

Lake Powell.  

 

"Because I'm motivated from 

a particularly deep place - it's 

about the whole thing, rather 

than just trying to be an 

engineer who's a little more 

environmental, or a 

sociologist who can think a 

little bit about the 

environment. There's this 

bigger picture, which a lot of 

my life has been about." 

- Richard Norgaard, Ph.D.76 

 

 
71 2022 outdoor participation trends report. Outdoor Industry Association. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://outdoorindustry.org/resource/2022-outdoor-participation-trends-report/ 
72 State of the Outdoor Market Report: Summer 2022. Outdoor Industry Association. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, 
from https://outdoorindustry.org/resource/state-of-the-outdoor-market/ 
73 Cordan, N. (2019, June 28). 5 reasons the U.S. needs free-flowing rivers. The Pew Charitable Trusts. Retrieved November 
30, 2022, from https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2019/06/28/5-reasons-the-us-needs-free-
flowing-rivers 
74 Kolbert, E. (2021, August 9). The lost canyon under Lake Powell. The New Yorker. Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/08/16/the-lost-canyon-under-lake-powell 
75 Other tours options - grand canyon national recreational area: Lake powell resorts &amp; marinas AZ &amp; UT. 
LakePowell. (n.d.). Retrieved November 30, 2022, from https://www.lakepowell.com/things-to-do/other-activities-tours/ 
76 Barry Bergman, P. A. (n.d.). Return to a lost world of 'upside-down mountains'. 09.22.2005 - return to a lost world of 
'upside-Down mountains'. Retrieved November 30, 2022, from 
https://www.berkeley.edu/news/berkeleyan/2005/09/22_norgaard.shtml 

Figure 14. The Cathedral in the Desert before the 

canyon became submerged under Lake Powell. Photo 

Credit: Richard Norgaard 
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8.0 Conclusion 

In conclusion, Hoover Dam is a good candidate to stay in place, but there are great 

benefits to removing the Glen Canyon Dam. This would be the largest dam removal in 

U.S. history. Removal would be costly, but considering current maintenance costs, 

additional revenue from recreation, energy alternatives such as floating solar, and 

declining hydropower use it would be worth every penny in the long run. Not to mention 

the priceless Indigenous areas of significance and artifacts that would be uncovered.  

Dam removal should not be taken lightly, and it will 

require years of planning by engineering teams and 

close work with stakeholders.  

What was once a beneficial project is now becoming an obstacle in a time of drought, 

especially with water loss. Dam removal should not be taken lightly, and it will require 

years of planning by engineering teams and close work with stakeholders. Since 

construction of the Glen Canyon Dam in 1964, immense changes in climate have 

occurred and new understandings of the environment have been acquired. As the world 

is changing and adapting so should we as communities affected by the Colorado.  

Thank you for your consideration in this competition, 

Brook M Thompson 

  

Figure 15. Topographic map around Lake Powell from https://en-us.topographic-map.com/ 
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